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Abstract
The Co ferrite, CoFe O , has been investigated by X-ray di!raction and MoK ssbauer spectroscopy. The crystal
 
structure is found to be an inverse cubic spinel with the lattice constants a "8.381$0.005 As and 8.391$0.005 As for

slowly cooled and quenched CoFe O , respectively. The iron ions are in ferric Fe> states. The temperature dependence
 
of the magnetic hyper"ne "elds of Fe at the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites is analyzed by the NeH el theory of
ferrimagnetism. For the slowly cooled sample, the A}B intersublattice superexchange interaction is found to be
antiferromagnetic with a strength of J } "!24.4k , while A}A and B}B intrasublattice superexchange interactions

are antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic with J } "!18.2k and J } "3.9k , respectively. For the quenched sample

J } "!23.6k J } "!17.8k and J } "3.9k are found. The decrease of the MoK ssbauer absorption area ratio of


A to B patterns above 400 K is explained in terms of migrating iron ions from A to B sites.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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CoFe O has an inverse spinel structure at room
 
temperature [1]; Fe [CoFe] O . The temperature de

pendence of the magnetic hyper"ne "elds at the Fe
nuclei at the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites is
analyzed by the NeH el theory of ferrimagnetism [2] including intrasublattice superexchange interaction. In this
article, MoK ssbauer results on CoFe O with special em 
phasis on the intersublattice and intrasublattice superexchange interactions are reported.
Two sets of CoFe O samples were prepared using the
 
following ceramic method: a mixture of the proper portions of Fe O and CoO, 99.995% and 99.999% purity,
 
respectively, was ground, pressed into a pellet at
6000 N/cm, and sealed in evacuated quartz tube. The
sealed mixture was heated at 10003C for 2 days, and then
slowly cooled to room temperature at a rate of 103C/h.
The quenched sample was also prepared according to the
above procedure, with a cooling rate of 3003C/s. X-ray
patterns of the samples were obtained to study the
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crystallographic structure and MoK ssbauer spectra were
recorded to study the magnetic properties.
For the slowly cooled and quenched samples, the
lattice constants at room temperature were a "

8.381$0.005 As and 8.391$0.005 As , respectively. MoK ssbauer spectra of CoFe O were taken at various ab 
sorber temperatures from 13 K to the NeH el temperature.
Fig. 1 illustrates some of the slowly cooled sample's
spectra, which were composed of two six-line hyper"ne
patterns A and B. Table 1 presents the magnetic hyper"ne "elds, quadrupole splittings, and isomer shifts for
A and B patterns in the slowly cooled CoFe O at some
 
typical temperatures. The isomer shifts at room temperature for the A and B patterns were found to be
0.15$0.01 and 0.25 mm/s relative to the metallic iron,
which were consistent with high spin Fe> [3]. The ferric
character of the Fe ions is also manifested by the magnetic hyper"ne "elds in Table 1. Since ferric ions have
neither orbital nor dipolar contribution [4] to the magnetic hyper"ne "eld, the magnetic hyper"ne "eld is proportional to the spin of the ferric ion. Fig. 2 shows the
reduced magnetic hyper"ne "elds H(¹)/H(0) for the
A and B sites of slowly cooled CoFe O as a function of
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